INDEX ANNOUNCEMENT

S&P Africa Hard Currency Sovereign Bond Index
USD Consultation on Bonds with Multiple Tranches
Results
NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 12, 2020: S&P Dow Jones Indices (“S&P DJI”) has conducted a
consultation with market participants on a potential change to the S&P Africa Hard Currency Sovereign
Bond Index USD.
In order to enhance index replicability for regional index users, S&P DJI will change the instruments
considered for index inclusion for issues with multiple tranches. The table below summarizes the
changes.
Change
Duplicate
Bonds

Methodology
Current
Updated
For issues with multiple tranches, instruments
For issues with multiple tranches, instruments
issued under 144A are considered for inclusion. issued under Regulation S are considered for
inclusion.

The change will become effective in conjunction with the December rebalancing, which takes effect
prior to the market open on Tuesday, December 1, 2020.
Please note the S&P Africa Sovereign Bond Index Methodology on S&P DJI’s website will be updated
to reflect these changes.
For more information about S&P Dow Jones Indices, please visit www.spdji.com.
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